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In the eyes of medieval worshippers... 
the figuring of imagined reality was 
visual and oral. Latin-reading clerisy 
was an essential element in the.... 
mediation of its conceptions to the 
illiterate masses. The priest was a direct 
intermediary between parishioners and 






Increase in literacy, 
democratisation of knowledge, 
importance of authorship, support 
for scientific movement via 
publication of findings. Typesetting 
created the ‘alphabet monopoly’ 
(MacLuhan, 1994) removing the 
role of image from society
Books
1500




Printing technology increased 
print impressions to 240 pages/
hour. Newspapers and current 
information became accessible 







fixing an image using 
elements which 






negative / film 
from which 
prints are 








Media as entertainment: 
Linking text + visuals, no 
synchronised sound so 
subtitles were used to 
convey story; musicians 












Using movies as the 
medium, Hollywood 
becomes one of world’s 
most powerful and 
















Broadcasting thru air as 
radio waves from transmitter 
to antenna to receiving 






BBC: Public service 













Public service TV 
broadcasts by 
BBC suspended 










Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph 
of the Will, (1934) a 
revolutionary approach 
to using music and 
cinematography to film 
the Nuremberg rally; 
Olympia(1938) Berlin 
Olympics demonstrating 
Aryan athletic prowess; 





Roosevelt pressured US film industry 
to contribure to war effort: Charlie 
Chaplin’s The Great Dictator 
(1940); and Casablanca (1942) 
with Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid 
Bergman
Animation
Walt Disney aids war 
effort producing 
Food will Win the 
War  featuring 
agriculture as a 
means to power
1942 1930s to 1950s
Golden age of 
Photojournalism 
35mm Leica 












Large format, high 
quality reproduction 
celebrated human 




dominant form of 
home entertainment
1st national live TV 
broadcast: Harry 
Truman’s speech at 
Japanese Peace Treaty 





Could record live 
TV programmes 
using analog data. 
Earliest models were 
expensive and 















offered for home 
use were less 
powerful and relied 





























new uses for the 


















Phone with computing 
abilities: media player, 





computing technologies are 
creating contextual shifts 
in our ways of living:  i.e. 
citizen journalism offering 
alternative and activist forms 
of news gathering by direct 
involvement of participants
Steam press 
(1818)  increases 
production to 2400 
impressions / hour
established to promote 
Nazi national interests 
interests to German 
public using movies as 
the medium
Figure 1: Media timeline analysis
Figure 2: The Power of Experience
Figure 3: Mobile lectures
Figure 4: Podcast of Portugal
Figure 5: Interactive pdf
Figure 6: Website design
Figure 7: Design code
Figure 8: Townscape and grand vistas
